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Abstract

This work presents an approach for using a modal analysis on an equivalent finite cylindrical model,

to predict the elastic waves in infinite, isotropic or composite, panels. In the description of the

infinite paths, an analogy, between the classical topologies of a straight line and a circumference, is

exploited and tested. Different aspects, concerning the wave-mode duality and the discretization

and the needed radii of curvature, are investigated to frame the problem and test the robust-

ness of the methodology. The analysis presents a well conditioned problem and solution for any

propagation wave angle by transforming the original problem into a simple modal analysis.

Keywords: Wave propagation, Dispersion Curves, Modal Analysis, Composite Structures

1. Introduction

The correct knowledge of how elastic waves freely behave inside a specific structure is mandatory

for a correct modelling and analysis of the structure itself. Moreover, the generally frequency-

dependent wavelengths, to be described in the modelling phase, must be known in advance for a

correct discretization of the model. In FEA (Finite Element Analysis) [1], the knowledge of the

wavelength is absolutely mandatory for the mesh sizing and for selecting the proper elements in

the frequency range of analysis; in SEA, [2], detailed information about the group velocity and the

modal density are necessary for the characterization of the specific subsystem and to analyse the

energy exchange among them.

For an isotropic and homogeneous panel, three wave types are, present: bending, shear and

longitudinal waves. An analytic procedure is available in literature for the corresponding wavenum-

bers, assuming the Kirchhoff-Love plate theory [3, 4]. In order to deal with composite laminates,

the CLPT (Classical Laminate Plate Theory) [5] can be used once the characteristic matrices of

the laminate are calculated and is the simplest available theory.

More recently, some authors have proposed alternative methodologies for the calculation of the

dispersion curves of more complex composite structures [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
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Nomenclature

A Cross-sectional area

D Flexural stiffness of the plate

E Young Modulus

G Shear Modulus

I Area moment of inertia

R Cilinder radius

cb Bending wave speed

i Circumferential modal order

kb Bending wavenumber

kl Longitudinal wavenumber

kn Wavenumber associated to the wavetype n

ks Shear wavenumber

u Displacements along plate X direction

v Displacements along plate Y direction

w Displacements along plate Z direction

A Matrix of the extensional stiffnesses of the plate

B Matrix of the in-plane/flexural coupling laminate moduli

D Matrix of the flexural stiffenesse of the plate

K Stiffness matrix

M Mass matrix

MI Matrix of the moments per unit length

N Matrix of the shearing forces per unit length

q Nodal vector of degrees of freedom

Γ Wavefield linked to the target field variable

ρs Density per unit area

ε0 Strains of the middle plane of the plate

γ0 Curvatures of the plate

λi Wavelength of the circumferential mode of order i

ν Poisson ratio
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ρ Mass density

θ Heading angle of the wave

Among the finite-element based methods, the SFEM (Spectral Finite Element Method) is a

wavenumber-based procedure which reformulates the wave propagation problem through a linear

algebraic eigenproblem in the wavenumber space, assuming a three-dimensional displacement field

within the plate [8, 9, 10, 11].

The WFEM (Wave Finite Element Method) is also used similarly to the SFEM for obtaining the

dispersion curves of homogeneous and periodic structures. The method makes use of the Bloch-

Floquet theory, [12], and analyses the wave propagation in the media imposing the periodicity

conditions to a single repetitive cell [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].

Both these procedures are affected by numerical conditioning when an heading angle, different

from a few specific values, is imposed. For example, in the case of the WFEM, the polynomial

eigenproblem, to be solved, when an general angle is imposed, might turn to a transcendental

eigenvalue problem which is characterized by numerical instabilities and eigenvalue tracking is-

sues, [16]. Moreover, it is fundamental determining which solutions of the eigenvalue problem

are artefacts of the spatial discretisation and which are valid estimates of wavenumbers in the

continuous structure, [14, 19, 20].

The tracking of eigenwaves, performed through a Wave Assurance Criterion, [14, 21], is a time-

consuming task and it does not assure correct and robust results for two dimensional waveguides.

Other issues of the method are associated with the periodicity effects: the solution scheme gives

the same result for the wave modes and the frequencies of the propagation constants with period

2π, because of the spatial periodicity, giving rise to aliasing effects, [16].

On the other hand, the wave propagation in curved waveguides, i.e. cylinders and cones, is

deeply analysed in the literature [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. The propagation of longitudinal and flexural

waves in axial-symmetric circular cylindrical shells with periodic circular axial curvature is studied

using a finite element method in [27]. The waves in thin uniform cylindrical shells, periodically

stiffened by uniform circular frames of general cross-section, is analysed in [22]. Modern methods

appeared continuously in the literature, for curved structures, both for the free wave propagation

and the forced response [28, 29].

A wave-based methodology for the free and forced analysis of the circumferential wave propa-

gation of axial-symmetric structures, whatever they complexity and tapering, is proposed in [29].

Differently, some attempts to use a finite model to gather informations of an infinite waveguide

are present in literature, with success in the identification of the periodic structural band-gaps

[30, 31].

The issues of having a correct mathematical formulation for the out-of-resonance wave-mode

duality is analysed and discussed by Langley in [32]. It is stated and proved that, at least in the
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case of a 1D wave propagation, in a resonance condition a mode can be represented using a wave

description [32].

To authors knowledge, very few works, dealing with a full representation of the dispersion

curves of the periodic (or homogeneous) waveguide, are present in literature and, in this work,

an alternative approach is proposed which allows to overcome all the numerical instabilities. The

approach produces results for every heading angle, through a simple real modal analysis of a

cylindrical equivalent finite element model, performable with any available in-house or commercial

code.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of all the reference solutions

adopted; Section 3 describes the analogy proposed and Section 4 contains the analytic and numer-

ical validations for all the analysed test-cases.

2. Reference Solutions

In the following section an overview of the adopted reference solutions is given for isotropic

beams and plates and for composite laminates.

2.1. Isotropic beam and plate

Considering a beam with E as the Young modulus, I the area moment of inertia, ρ the mass

density and A the cross-sectional area; The phase wave speed in a flexural beam can be expressed

a follows, [4, 17, 33]:

cb =
(EI
ρA

)1/4√
2πf (1)

Similarly a uniform thin and flat plate is here considered, made of an homogeneous material.

From classical thin plate theory, [4], three wave types propagate in the material of thickness h:

longitudinal, shear and bending waves. Each of these is associated with the respective wavenumber:

kl, ks, kb.

kl = 2πf

√
ρ(1− ν2)

E
ks = 2πf

√
2ρ(1 + ν)

E
kb =

√
2πf

(ρh
D

)1/4

(2)

where D is the well known flexural stiffness of the plate and ν the Poisson ratio. By using

these relationships, any information for a predictive methodology can be gathered. For example,

the discretization of the predictive finite element model could be designed to work up to a given

excitation frequency, once the wavelengths are known.

2.2. The Classical Lamination Theory (CLPT)

The basic analytic equations for a thin composite plate are here summarized. For a laminate,

the relations between forces/moments and strain/curvatures can be written as, [5, 11]:

N = Aε0 + Bγ0 MI = Bε0 + Dγ0 (3)

where ε0 are the strains of the middle plane and γ0 the curvatures of it.
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A, B and D are the matrices which compose the well known matrices which depends on stress-

strain relation of each lamina and the chosen layup sequence [5, 11].

ε0 =


∂u

∂x
∂v

∂y
∂u

∂y
+
∂v

∂x

 (4)

γ0 =


−∂

2w

∂x2

−∂
2w

∂y2

−2
∂2w

∂y∂x

 (5)

where u and v are the in-plane displacements, while w is the out-of-plane displacement. Following

the procedure explained in [5], a 3D displacements wave is assumed to propagate along the plate:


u

v

w

 =


U

V

W

 ej[k(cos(θ)x+sin(θ)y)−ωt] (6)

where θ is the heading angle of the wave and U, V, W the displacement field variables. It is possible

to converge to a polynomial problem in k (the wavenumber).

The following expressions can be used to compute the wavenumbers of the laminated waveguide,

once the material is chosen, [5, 11].

kb(θ, f) =
√

2πf
( ρs

PTDP

)1/4

(7)

ks(θ, f) = 2πf

√
ρs
ηs(θ)

(8)

kl(θ, f) = 2πf

√
ρs
ηl(θ)

(9)

where:

PT =
[
cos(θ)2 sin(θ)2 2sin(θ)2cos(θ)2

]
(10)

L =


cos(θ) 0

0 sin(θ)

sin(θ) cos(θ)

 (11)

ηl and ηs eigenvalues of the matrix LTAL.
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Figure 1: The analogy proposed: (a) Free wave propagation along an infinite flat waveguide; (b) equivalence in a

circular topology generated from the original model.

3. The Proposed Analogy

The method, presented here, is based on the assumption that the free wave propagation in

an infinite flat media, i.e. a panel, can be also described considering a free wave propagation

along a circumferential path. In fact, in a local reference system which follows the geometrical

(circumferential; Fig. 1) path, the waves are free to propagate in analogy to what they do in

the case of the equivalent infinite flat structure. The finiteness of the circular structure does not

affect the wave propagation since no impedance variations are encountered running in loop along

the curved path. Equivalently, this is a way to describe an infinite periodic condition, in a local

coordinate system, as resulting from the Bloch-Floquet theorem [12, 17]. The difference stands in

its implicit geometrical definition through a finite circular structure, instead of explicitly defining

a propagation relation on a reference line. In a periodic waveguide, the link between a wavefield Γ

(displacement, velocity, force, etc.), at two points x and x+ ∆x, is given by complex propagating

constants, [12, 17]:

Γ(x+ ∆x, f) = Γ(x, f)ej∆xkn(f) (12)

where kn is the wavenumber associated with the wavetype n and f the frequency. On the other

hand, for a circumferential mode of order i, the field in two points is related, similarly, as follows:

Γ(θ + ∆θ, f) = Γ(x, f)ej∆θi/2πR (13)

where i/2πR is the circumferential wavenumber associated with the mode of order i.

In a set of discrete (natural) frequencies, each specific circumferential mode is representative of

the corresponding wavemode and Eq. (12) and (13) are equivalent. Figure 1 and 2 illustrate the

previous concepts.

It is worth to emphasize that the aim of the approach is not related to the analysis of the waves

in a cylindrical waveguide. The equivalent circular geometry is here used only to simulate a wave
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Figure 2: Purely circumferential bending modes in a circular structure: (a) Circumferential Order = 2; (b) Circum-

ferential Order = 3; (c) Circumferential Order = 4; (d) Circumferential Order = 5.

propagation in an infinite domain: in this way, the wave properties in an infinite panel (or beam)

can be calculated working on the circumferential wave propagation in a finite circle.

A modal analysis (Eq. 14) of cylinders or rings, built from the reference structure, gives a

discrete set of frequencies (natural modal frequencies) where the modal circumferential wavelength

represents the wave propagation in the infinite media. The dispersion curves of the laminate can

be thus calculated in discrete points.

By using the equation of motion in discrete coordinates and assuming no external forces are

applied to the system, the eigenvalue problem can be written as:

[K− ω2M]q = 0 (14)

where q is the nodal vector of degrees of freedom (DoFs); K and M are the stiffness and mass

matrices. Damping can be modelled by including, in Eq. 14, appropriate complex matrices and/or

coefficients. The operation is easily performable using any commercial FE software.

It is useful to remind the role of the modal wavelengths in rings; a purely circumferential mode

for a circular structural model is in Fig. 2. Given a certain radii (R), in general, the wavelength

associated to a given mode is given by:

λi =
2πR

i
(15)

where i is the order of the circumferential mode and can be rawly identified in the number of lobes

present in the modal deformed shape.

A key parameter is, here, the modal angular sampling factor, given by the ratio of the modal

wavelength and the radii of the circumference: 2π/i. Its importance, within the present method,

is discussed in next section.

The modes of a finite structure describe a steady wave condition while the dispersion curves,

for any structure, describe a wave propagation [32]. Any wave type propagating in an infinite

media, can be described using this analogy. However, to correctly and easily identify the bending,

shear and longitudinal wavemodes singularly, the circular waveguide can be constrained, in a Finite

Element Solution, in order to show only the desired circumferential wave types. For example, in

the case of bending waves, the constraints of the cylindrical domain must allow ony out-of-plane

displacements and rotations. Similar considerations are applied for shear and longitudinal waves.
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Figure 3: Bending, shear and longitudinal wavemodes wavelength in an infinite beam and the corresponding beam-

ring circumferential modes

In summary, the proposed method is composed by the following sequential passages:

1. Generate a finite element model of the unit cell of the structure to be analysed, as usually

done in a SFEM or WFEM framework (Fig. 1(a))

2. Generation of a circular topology using the elementary cell as a base. The radius and the

number of elements has to be chosen in accordance to the target frequency band (Fig. 1(b))

3. Perform a modal analysis of the circular structure (Eq. 14)

4. Identify the wave branches and evaluate the circumferential wavenumbers (Eq. 15) of the

structural eigenmodes calculated at the previous step

5. Plotting the λi for each natural frequency and for each branch.

4. Validations

In the following section the validation of the proposed approach is performed for different

test-cases.

4.1. Analytic Validation: Infinite Beam and Ring

A first test-case is the one of a beam. This is particularly convenient since both the bending

wave speed of an infinite beam and the natural frequencies of a beam-ring can be calculated using

analytic formulas. For every ring wavelength λi, where i is the circumferential order, the natural

frequencies for bending, shear and longitudinal modes, respectively fb,i, fs,i and fn,i, are given by

Blevins in [34]:

fb,i =
i(i2 − 1)

2πR2i

(EI
ρA

)1/4

; fs,i =

√
i2 + 1

2πR

√
G/ρ; fl,i =

√
i2 + 1

2πR

√
E/ρ; (16)

with E as the Young modulus, G the shear modulus, I the moment of inertia, ρ the mass density

and A the cross-sectional area.

In Fig. 3, a beam with rectangular section is used as a test-case and the results obtained

with Eq. (1) and (16) are compared. The results show a very good agreement which validates
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Figure 5: Bending wavelength in an infinite panel and the ovaling modes of an infinite cylinder

the analogy proposed. The results introduce a range of validity of the approach starting from a

specific value of the modal sampling factor (modal order). The accuracy of the proposed method

is high enough starting from the sixth modal order and it is independent on the radii and length

of the ring considered, as expected (Fig. 4).

4.2. Analytic Validation: Infinite Cylinder Ovaling Modes

Another analytic validation is here proposed, using the natural ovaling modes of an infinite

cylinder. The natural frequencies, for this specific modes of the infinite cylinder, can be calculated

using the formulas proposed by Blevins in [34], here reported for completeness in Eq. (17). For

every ring wavelength λi, where i is the circumferential order, the natural frequency fn,i is:

fn,i =
h

2πR2
√

12

√
E

ρ(1− ν2)

i(i2 − 1)√
i2 + 1

(17)

In Fig. 5, an infinite plate of thickness h is used as a test-case and the results obtained with Eq.

(1) and (17) are compared for bending waves. The results show a very good agreement, validating
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Figure 6: Isotropic uniform plate: infinite panel solution and the circumferential modes of a cylindrical finite

structure made of plate elements

the analogy proposed also for a higher order model. Moreover, again, the range of validity depends

on the modal sampling factor. In Fig.4, the relative error for this specific case is shown for different

radii. The error, in percentage, is independent on the radii of the cylinder and is inferior to 2%

starting from the sixth modal order, as found in the previous section.

4.3. Numerical Validation: Isotropic Panel

A first validation with an isotropic aluminium material is performed: E = 7.0x1010 Pa, ρ =

2750 kg/m3, ν = 0.33. The analytic solution is used as a reference. In Fig. 6 a comparison of

the infinite plate bending wavelength (versus frequency) with the results of a modal analysis on

cylinders of different radii is shown. As in the case of the beam, the accuracy of the method is

only dependent on the modal angular sampling factor; as soon as it reaches the unitary value, thus

the sixth modal order is reached, the relative error of the present method is inferior to 2%. This is

illustrated more specifically in the case of laminates, comparing the error for every heading angle.

Depending on the value of R, the region of accuracy moves with the frequency, approaching

higher bands when R lowers, and vice-versa, since any modal order shifts with the frequency.

Depending on the discretization adopted, the accuracy method can strongly vary. Two cases

are here analysed: fixed radii R (Fig. 7) and fixed element size ∆X (Fig. 8).

In the first case the question moves to a classic sampling problem. Given a number of elements

(Nel), through which the circumference is discretized, assuming, as a rule of thumb, at least four

elements per wavelength as an acceptable approximation (six or ten are, in general, preferred),

the maximum modal order predicted is given by the integer of the ratio Nel/4. The error starts

increasing up to modal order Nel/2 before diverging (Fig. 9).

On the other hand, keeping the element size fixed and increasing the number of elements

means increasing the circumference radii R (Fig. 10). The expected effect is a frequency shift of

the validity region, in the wavenumber domain, when moving from one case to the other, as in Fig.

10.
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Figure 7: Comparison for increasing number of elements for a given element size . (a) 32, (b) 80, (c) 300 elements

Figure 8: Comparison for increasing number of elements for a given circumference radii R. From the left side: 8,

32, 80 elements
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Figure 9: Effect of the mesh: comparison for increasing number of elements for a given circumference radii R

(isotropic panel). Elements size variable.
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Table 1: Lamina elastic properties and stacking sequence

E11 E22 G12 ν12 Layup

125 GPa 12.5 GPa 6.89 GPa 0.38 [90◦, 0◦, 0◦, 0◦, 90◦]

4.4. Laminated Panel

An heading angle can be specified in order to analyse the wave propagation in a specific direction

(Fig. 11). In this solutions scheme, the problem is never ill-conditioned and can be normally solved

with a simple real modal analysis, independently on the value of the angle itself. The graphite-

epoxy lamina elastic properties, used in the present work, are in Table 1. The thickness of each

lamina is 1mm.

In the framework of the present approach, a cut-on wavenumber can be defined; below this

value, a cylinder with radii R, has no predictive capability. In general, given a certain radii R the

cut-on wavenumber can be defined from the smallest modal order (i = 2): 2/R. This aspect has an

impact only for bending waves, as evident in Fig. 12, 13 and 14, where, in addition, the accuracy

of the method is shown also for shear and longitudinal wave types. Increasing the size of the radii,

this limit moves to lower wavenumbers and frequencies.

As previously stated, the accuracy of the method is only dependent on the modal angular

sampling factor, and, when it reaches the unitary value, the accuracy is acceptable as in Fig. 15,

where the relative errors are compared. For a modal order superior to the fifth, the relative error is

inferior to 2% and keeps lowering for increasing the frequency, as found in all previous test-cases.

The great advantage is in the ease of use and the possibility to arbitrarily choose an heading

angle, without taking care about the eventual ill-conditioning of the mathematical problem, [11,

16, 14]. Moreover, the eigenvalue tracking is no more needed since any wave type evolves singularly

if specific boundary conditions are imposed to the the finite cylinder before the modal analyses,

as previously discussed. In Fig. 16 a pattern of bending wavenumbers is calculated, for a specific
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Figure 11: Scheme of the laminate heading angle with respect to the wave propagation direction.
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Figure 12: Dispersion curves of the laminate panel; heading angle 0◦. CLPT results used as a reference.
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Figure 14: Dispersion curves of the laminate panel; heading angle 45◦. CLPT results used as a reference.
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Figure 17: Purely circumferential modes in a laminate infinite panel; X-Y as cross sectional plane. Fourth circum-

ferential mode - (a) Bending: 16.6 Hz; (b) Shear: 1364 Hz; (c) Longitudinal: 4674 Hz

frequency, with the present method, and compared to the one obtained using the CLPT.

Once a modal analysis is performed, the modal shapes can be extracted straightforwardly. A

better way to visualize the mode shapes, will be the stretching of the circumferential modes along

a rectilinear path. In Fig. 17 a fourth order mode has been chosen and the mode shapes are

visualized for bending, shear and longitudinal wave types, along the circular model. On the other

hand, in Fig. 18, the same modes are visualised in a rectified model.

4.5. Complex Structural Shapes

In order to prove the accuracy of the analogy, even for non-homogeneous structures and large

heterogeneity scales, an aluminium-made double-wall panel with mechanical connections is used as

a test-case (Fig. 19). A wave finite element method (WFEM) is used for obtaining the reference

results [16, 18, 29]. Figure 20 shows the comparison among the modes generated by the cylindrical

model (R = 0.4 m), built from the elementary cell representing the reference waveguide, and the

flat infinite reference waveguide. In this case only bending waves have been analysed. Even in this

complex case the agreements is excellent above the sixth modal order.
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Figure 18: Rectified circumferential modes in a laminate infinite panel; X-Y as cross sectional plane. Fourth

circumferential mode - (a) Bending: 16.6 Hz; (b) Shear: 1364 Hz; (c) Longitudinal: 4674 Hz

Figure 19: A double-wall panel with mechanical connection: (a) Elementary FE Cell; (b) Cylindrical Model.
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Figure 20: Bending Waves for the double-wall panel with mechanical connection. Numerical comparison between

the WFEM and the present analogy.
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5. Conclusions

The proposed analogy proved to be accurate and robust in predicting the dispersion curves

of beams and plates through a simple modal analysis of a cylindrical finite element model. The

calculations are always well-conditioned for every heading angle chosen, differently from most of

the methods present in literature. The results are accurate and the relative error is independent on

the cylinder axial length and radii (R). A test on a double-wall panels with mechanical connections

shows how the features of the method are applicable also to complex structural shapes.

The predictive region can be easily trimmed using different values of the curvature or, instead,

using a high value of R and a fine mesh in order to be able to move from low (low cut-on wavenum-

ber) to high frequencies. The computational cost associated with such meshes, especially for a

simple real modal analysis, is not a relevant parameter and , moreover, the numerical conditioning

is null.

A generic FE-based code can be used for the purpose and both plate and solid elements have

been tested and validated for the accuracy of the results. Again, it must be highlighted that for

bending motion, the results start to have an acceptable accuracy (lower than 2%) starting from the

fifth modal order. A correct mesh size is required to avoid aliasing problems at higher frequencies.

Further developments might be related to the possibility of predicting also coupled wave-types

which arise to higher frequencies and the possibility to include global and through-thickness damp-

ing.
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